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This is The Garage’s foyer.
This is what you’ll see when you enter The Garage.

This is the set of My First Panto: Jack and the 
Beansprout. This is what you’ll see when you enter the 
theatre. There is plastic grass astroturf along the sides 
where the audience sits. There is a wooden painted 
floor in the middle where the action happens.  



My First Panto is a story with music and words.

Sometimes the characters will sing songs.
Sometimes they will talk to you.
Sometimes they will ask for your help with things.
Including planting beans with Jack!



Inside the theatre you will meet 6 characters...

This is the Fairy Godmother This is the Harp

This is Jack Trott

This is Daisy the Cow 

This is Mum 

This is Daisy the Cow This is the Hen 

You will hear, but not see the Giant.



The story starts with, ‘Once Upon a Time.....’

 Jack is very foolish, and gets upset. 
You’ll be asked to say “No Jack, come back!“



Jack and his Mum’s house is 
falling down! 

Mum says they will have to 
sell Daisy the Cow at 
market. Can you help Jack 
clean Daisy up?

The bathtub is leaking 
bubbles. Can you help Jack fix 
it? 

Jack sells Daisy to the Fairy 
Godmother in exchange for 
five magic beans. 



Can you help Jack plant the 
magic beans? 

The beans grow tall and Jack 
climbs up the Beansprout.

“Fe Fi Fo Fum”, there’s a Gi-
ant in the magical kingdom. 
Jack hides from him. 

Jack explores the magical 
kingdom, and finds a hen that 
lays a golden egg. 



Can you help Jack collect 
the golden eggs (balloons)? 
Jack takes Hen home. 

Jack and his mum go back 
up the Beansprout and 
rescue Harp from the Giant. 

They cut down the 
Beansprout and share the 
golden eggs with the village. 

Jack gets Daisy back. Let’s 
celebrate with a dance! 

They all live happily ever after. The end! 
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GOOD THINGS TO KNOW: 
•The grass area is plastic astroturf 
•The leaking bathtub has a bubble machine 
•The Beansprout is inflatable and makes a small amount of noise
•Inflatable clouds will inflate halfway through the performance 
above the audience’s heads, these make a small amount of noise
•The Giant is a voiceover 
•The ‘golden egg’ balloons will drop from above into the middle 
of the space 
•If you need to leave the space at any time, please feel free to 
do so

Download The Garage Accessibility Guide online 
www.thegarage.org.uk/about-us/accessibility


